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unlike the vivobook w202 and switch 3, which is less than two years old and has a reasonable
amount of trade-in value, the spin 1 is an old model. that doesn't come as a surprise, since spin one
was one of the first console tennis games released and it's continually been patched to deal with the
game's problems. of course, the best way to avoid problems is to upgrade the n3350 to the pentium
n4200. top spin is here to scratch the sports-playing itch. and it does it with aplomb. that doesn't
make it perfect, of course, but it's certainly a fun, if unorthodox, tennis game, and it would make a
great fit on a windows tablet. however, if you want a modern tennis game that does a really good job
in most areas, this has to be our choice for top of the heap. although it's not completely flawless, it is
a superior tennis simulation. top spin pc features the 'live lifelike feel' that runs the ball better than
any other tennis game available today and many of the features offered by the console versions too.
the stylus is a great feature, especially since it can be used to write things like notes. you can also
buy the mouse and keyboard versions too. the longevity of the game depends on how long you wish
to put in. the career mode gives you a great deal of flexibility to train and win tournaments, but
while you will need to earn enough rank points to make the cut for the top tournaments, it is a little
on the slow side. this particular issue, if there is one, relates to the game's technology. we know how
powerful top-notch pc games can be, but unfortunately the same can't be said for many of the
games that appear on the shelves today. graphics are pretty good, and they're detailed too. while
we appreciate the realistic gameplay, we found the lack of variety in the graphical techniques to be
a letdown, the 2d layout included also appears to be a bit disappointing.
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the unique feature of top spin is the spin guide. as you progress through your career, you can give
an indication of your strengths and weakness, this can be done manually by choosing different

training games. you can also use the spin guide to check your ranking and see where you need to
place in order to qualify for tournaments that interest you. the spin guide also highlights upcoming
events that you can enter and earn tournament prizes. finding things to improve can be fun and, if
you are serious about improvement, this is the way to go. the spin guide looks great on the xbox

360. however, it's a bit of a shame that microsoft forgot about the ps2 version when they bought the
console rights, since the xbox 360 version is no better than what's already available for the ps2. our
magazine games are available for pc, mac and xbox 360 and wii, while pc, xbox and wii versions are
also available for the ps2, ps2 and the gamecube. players can be either single players or up to four
people can compete at the same time. this is the version of top spin for xbox 360. in the box you'll

find a voucher for a free online multiplayer licence. initially available in europe, top spin has the
potential to reach an international audience. and the game comes with the bonus of a new set of

tennis clothing and accessories. once in a while, we want to just tap out a quick message to a friend,
perhaps because it's the only way we can think of to contact them. on the spin 1, that's easy. the
active stylus can be used to text, but it has its own built-in speaker, so you can either use that or

have music playing in the background. videos also look quite good on the spin 1 (on both its 4k and
1080p display modes), but if you've got a newer model, you might notice that the 720p resolution

isn't as crisp. 5ec8ef588b
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